Overview
Rakks Universal Bookend Brackets are compatible with all Rakks Pole Supports and Wall Mounted Standards. They are infinitely adjustable and easily installed without having to remove the surrounding brackets or shelves. Manufactured from 1/4" steel wire these brackets provide excellent lateral support. Universal Bookend Brackets are stocked in silver, black and white powder-coated finishes. Model BP-008.

Installation
1. Insert the Bookend Bracket into any Rakks standard or pole making sure that the anchor pin is vertical (figure 1–step A)

2. Carefully twist the Bookend Bracket 90 degrees while lifting it into the position shown (figure 1 – step B)

3. While the Bookend Bracket is still oriented upward, slide it to the desired height and then pull it down so that it locks into position with the bottom end fitting into the channel. (Figure 1 – step C)